Introduction
• Let Q3 be a ' properly discontinuous ' group of isometrics of the n-dimensional Euclidean space E" with a compact fundamental domain T. By generalizing the Landau ellipsoid problem, P. GYNTHER [8] studied the estimation of -A(t, x, y) = ' 1 for t -a. 00 with the Euclidean distance r(x, y) of the points x, y € E". In [8] the elements of Gi (with the exception of the identity map Id) were supposed to be without fixed points, but. instead of simply counting the lattice points, certain unimodular weights were used. The order of magnitude of the leading term and of the lattice remainder used there are the same as in the classical case treated by Landau.'We refer to F. FRICKERJ [3] 'and A WALFISZ [18] as basic references, see also the literature quoted there. Problems with weaker assumptions for the fundamental domain have recently been investigated by P. D. LAX and R. S. Pnn.urs [14] . In this paper we want to discuss a generalization involving alternating differential forms, and we will call it a latticeform problem Every b € 0 induces a mapping b* for differential forms, see [11] . We call a differential form x on E" i-automorphic if b*ex = x is valid for all b € 03. Following [7] we define components of differential forms. Let (x', ..., z") be a Cartesian coordinate system of E". Our approach essentially uses kernels, of mean value operators for-differential forms which are defined by means of double differential forms a; r introduced by , P: GUNTHER [5] . The fact that the forms a, -r are intimately related with the constl-uetion of the components of p-forms and their parallel displacement makes them • -well-suited. We will apply some standard arguments of the theory of Euler-PoissonDarboux equations, but we will not make use of the approach by means of theta functions and Jacobi transformation laws, cf. [8] . We use the Fourier method, which also plays an important role in [8] . Mean value formulas turn out to be quite useful • ' for this purpose. In the space of i-automorphie p-forms which are quadratically integrable over Jr there exists in the sense of L 2-norms over a complete orthonor-. 
satio/ies the relation - 
(y) .P()
As an illustration we giva simple consequence of this theorem. Let n = 2 and write the elements,of E 2 as complex numbers. Let 03 be the translation group
-' -
Mean value operators for differential forms
Our treatment of the mean value operators is based on the double differential forms
introduced by P. GUNTHER [5] for spaces of constant curvature K + 0. , A'hall denote that d, A refer to the second variable y. As shown by P. ,GtNTHER [6, 7] , there is a geometric interpretation for these double differential forms:
Following G. DE RHAM [15] we can write the Laplace operator in the form A = + ôd, using the differential oeratord and the cod if ferential operator 6 = (_1)Pfl+fl+' * d * for a p-form and the Hodge dualization *. The eigenforms we can suppose to be' closed (dw P = 0) or coclosed (w 9 = 0), cf. [1] . Let K(x, t) be the 'ball and S(x, t) the sphere around x E E" with radius t. P. -GUNTHER [6, 7] treated the spherical mean values -
Motivated by the Riemann-Liouville integrals used in the papers of A. MErNSTEIN [19] and P. GUNTHER [8] we take for A n + 3
• r 
Proof: By referring to [6: Satz 2], it is quite easy to-establish the following , result: (i) For Aw =aw,de =O one has
(ii)ForAw= /zw,&o=O one has
Note that p=0 and dw=0as well asp=n and-3w=0impliesu=0. Now the proof follows ,straightforward from (4) by applying the following integral euation for Bessel functions (12 Al + 2 ^t 2):
( 1 
r2 ( x, by) b*(ap(x, by) -r(x, by')).

r(r.by)<1
The induced mapping b* is to be taken with respect to the second variable of the double differential forms. Since i was supposed to be properly discontinuous only a finite number of terms in those integral kernels do not vanish. We immediately obtain
and an analogoueuation for X. Using b*ap (x, by) = (bl)* (y, b-I x) and thanalogous equation for -r we find that
In view of the mean value formulas, it is possible to expand theintegral kernels with respect to the complete eigenform system {e}1EN:
, 141P) t-'w(x) w(y)
- (6) -+ k" v(t, 2, u P) (A_1 wP(x) w P(y),. -lEN where the sum i"-is taken over eigenvalues of closed eigenfoi-rns of tI (i" for coclosed 'eigenforms, respectively). First one has to understand the equations-(6) in V -L2-sense over T with respect to y. But for 2> 2n + 2 one gets that (6) is pointwise valid with respect to x and y by standard continuity arguments if one uses the wellknown asymptotic behaviour of the eigenforms (see [4, 8, 10 
])
Iko?(x)112 = 0( nI2 ).
--
This implies by partial sumriation - X2 and are the leading terms of Aj and X A , respectively. We will give error estimates for 81 1 and J1'. Next we-define a difference operator for a mapping I from R into an arbitrary vector space by
see [9] . For convenience we transform = tJ2 and write this as
and soon. Combining this with (5), we get with a constant c4 depending on m and n, we have-omitted the argument x and y. 'This formula is also valid for X, 81, X, X', 81' instead of X. We deduce that
Using the above decomposition* find that
• -
17.
0 with a constant c5 . This formula is also true if we replace EAt, X, .81 by ,V, X', 81',-respectively. The next point on the agenda is to obtain estimates for the right-hand -side. To do this, we could use an 'a-priori estimate for the integrand of the last term. 'But an easier way is' given by applying the known result for p = 0, see [8] . In [8] GJ was supposed to be without fixed points, with the exception of id, but it is obvious how to generalize the argumentation to our case. If we want to express the dependence • of the kernel forms on the degree p, we write at2 P and so on. We recall that the norm of a double differential form - we get the inequality
From [4] , it is apparent how to bring 11 under the integral sign. According to [8] we-have -•n n fl 3()j ^ for ^ -
o > 0 arbitrary small. We consider the3' and 4" summand of the right-hand side, of (10) . Choosing p = 0 we get the corresponding result for the 2' and 5" , summand.
We take up the case of-even n and set m = n/2. The considerations for odd n are 
On the other hand, we will use (8) and the law of mean of the differential calculus in orderto prepare the estimation of :
i2(, n+ 1, u)E=I 6711(P) (13) with E (, + mi). Here we have used (8) with A = n + 1. Using the estimates (7), (12) and (13) we see that
Wechoose b optimally by minimizing the right-hand side of (14), we find that 
Next we choose a optimally by minimizing the sum of the 3 and 4th summand of • (10): we find that a = 1/(n + 1). Combining this with the corresponding result for p= Oand (11), we get -
With small changes the arguments above give the estimate for ? +3 . 
< -
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Ia +
•) and an analogous equation for V. These equations imply by analogy with (14)
If we set b = 1-2a, we obtain (0 <a < 1)
For the 4th Summand we get
If we use a = 1-/(n + 1), we get /n n\
by inalogy with (16).
• , by) ).
--.
O<r(z.by)Z
• Using JV+ 3 we can rewrite X+3 as a Stieltjes integral
for a small t0 > 0. We split into and a similar estimate if we take r and n -p instead of a, p, respectively. Recalling the equations (1)- (3), (18) and (19) we see that and thereby our conclusion is proved I
•.
We remark, that we also could write the conclusion in the form 
